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Chapter 1 : A tiger is on the loose near Disneyland Paris
There are at least two gunmen on the loose in Paris, a French official in Washington, D.C. confirms to CBS News'
Margaret Brennan, after the gunmen attacked the office of a French satirical.

Police in Belgium were believed to have holed the suspect in a house in Molenbeek near the capital. Yet
authorities confirmed the siege had ended in one person being detained, who is not Salah. The jihadi is thought
to have escaped the scene in central Paris on Friday night after a possible getaway car was found. Belgium
news sources reported Salah had been arrested. Yet police have confirmed he is still not in custody. The hunt
has been ongoing across Europe with Belgian authorities on high alert â€” while UK police and spies are
working closely with France on the investigation. Cops have warned the public that Salah is too dangerous to
be approached. Abdeslam Salah is still being sought by police It has emerged that Salah was stopped near the
Belgian border on Saturday morning, and had his ID checked by police who then let him go. Four French
officials have said police had Abdeslam in their grasp, when they stopped a car carrying him and two others,
hours after authorities identified him as the renter of a Volkswagen Polo that carried hostage takers to the
Bataclan concert hall. Abdeslam is also thought to have played a key role in planning the logistics of the
attack. The death toll which earlier was thought to have been raised to , remains at according to hospitals in
Paris. Latest updates show that of the 80 who were reported critically injured, three people died on Saturday,
42 are still in intensive care and 35 are no longer in intensive care. In total, people were admitted to hospital
following the attacks and have now been discharged. They have distributed his picture in an effort to track him
soon. Seven people have been arrested in Belgium in connection with the deadly attacks in Paris as the city
entered three days of mourning for the people killed in the worst violence in France since the Second World
War. One of the terrorists killed in the attacks is believed to be Ahmed Almuhamed, 25, a Syrian refugee. He
arrived with another bomber on the Greek island of Leros on October 3, and travelled to Athens by boat, a
Greek official has said. The passport was also registered in October in Serbia and Croatia, also countries on
the corridor that crosses the Balkans. It was not clear whether the passport is real or fake, or whether it
belonged to the suicide bomber. Almuhamed was reportedly rescued from a sinking refugee boat on October
3. A second refugee from Syria is reportedly involved after claiming asylum in Serbia. Paris Terror Attack
One year on Terrorists slaughtered people during a series of coordinated terror attacks in Paris on Friday 13th
November Almuhamed was reportedly a refugee rescued from a drowning boat Yesterday, police moved
people away from the Place de la Republique in Paris, with reports that gunshots have been heard. Panicked
people trampled over flowers and candles laid to honour the dead in a frantic bid to flee the area. Police have
also advanced with guns drawn close to a small Cambodian restaurant and a bar that were the scenes of
shooting on Friday night It later emerged that the crowd became panicked after hearing firecrackers being set
off. Police said there is nothing to indicate further threats to Paris. In a new video today, they threatened the
West saying an attack was coming to Washington DC. The scenario is similar to that which ensued after the
January attacks on the offices of Charlie Hebdo in Paris. The suspects were pursued into the countryside to a
print works, where the owner was held hostage by Cherif and Said Kouachi, before eventually being let go.
The terrorists were then killed in a dramatic police assault. Two of the terrorists killed on Friday night were
Frenchmen living in the Belgian capital Brussels. They were aged 20 and Abdeslam Salah, 26, is on the run
after allegedly hiring a black VW Golf used in the attacks and playing a pivotal role in the planning. As many
as three of the seven suicide bombers were French, as was at least one of the men arrested in Belgium. A third
man, who died in the assault on the Bataclan concert hall, was year-old Ismael Mostefai, a Frenchman with
known ties to Islamic radicalism. His father and brother have been arrested. Three Kalashnikov assault rifles
were discovered inside a Seat car used in the attacks which was found in the suburb of Montreuil, four miles
east of Paris. Prosecutors believe three teams of terrorists carried out the attacks. At least one of the attackers
are believed to have passed through Greece as refugees from Syria , with one leaving in October. About were
injured, at least 95 are critical. Dozens of Brits were caught up in the terrifying scenes in Paris on Friday and
have spoken of their terror. The world pays tribute to Paris The world has united in an act of solidarity for the
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victims of the Paris terror attacks. Landmarks around the world have been lit in blue, white, and red to
symbolise the French flag.
Chapter 2 : L'Oreal Paris On-The-Loose Shimmering Powder - Sandbar reviews - Makeupalley
Paris on the loose. tabloid! reporter Kelly Crane watched the socialite dance the night away in Lebanon, but Hilton didn't
steal the show this time around.

Chapter 3 : Paris shooting: Champs-Elysees gunmen on the run after two people shot | Daily Star
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Chapter 4 : French authorities say â€²big catâ€² on the loose near Paris is not a tiger | News | DW |
Pictures: Paris Mourns Victims Amid Heightened Security A similar scene played out near CathÃ©drale Notre Dame,
where rumors of gunfire sent people running through the streets.

Chapter 5 : Paris on the loose : DeDomenico, Peter : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Arc
In Paris, the Vincennes Zoo is home to a variety of animals including a large population of baboons. But on Friday, all 52
baboons escaped their enclosure, prompting zoo staff to evacuate and.

Chapter 6 : Tiger on the Loose Outside Paris - ABC News
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 7 : Phil Collins: Live and Loose in Paris (Video ) - IMDb
EMBED (for racedaydvl.com hosted blogs and racedaydvl.com item tags).

Chapter 8 : Two Gunman on the Loose after Paris Double Shooting near Champs-Elysees - Tasnim News
News French authorities say 'big cat' on the loose near Paris is not a tiger. The feline figure roaming the outskirts of
Paris is not likely to be a tiger, French authorities have said.

Chapter 9 : Gunmen on the loose in Paris after attacking newspaper - CBS News
French police are on a manhunt for three terrorists after they opened fire at the offices of satirical magazine Charlie
Hebdo. CNN's Jim Sciutto reports.
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